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HIT THE ROAD JACK, 2022 HERE WE COME

Paul Droulers and Sophie Rénier - founders of Jack Gomme - are inner adventurers.

With their unwavering desire to create light and pragmatic bags, they see this accessory 
as symptomatic of their values and therefore of those who carry them.

On Paul’s boat, they often set sail with friends, whether they are seasoned or novice sailors, 
it does not matter. With the goal of reaching the bay of Fornells in Menorca, nothing 
really stops them, whether they face raging Spanish thunderstorms or the repeated violent 
Mistral winds.

They are whole, persevering, and of boundless simplicity and generosity.

Today, we can feel the future reaching out to the whole world.

With this in mind, Paul and Sophie wanted the new Summer 2022 collection true to them, 
as always, but with a particular emphasis on their essential values, now more than ever.

Jack Gomme’s new Summer 2022 collection was shaped around the values that have 
made the reputation of the brand since 1985: lightness, solidity, impeccable craftsmanship 
and urban practicality.

Today more than ever, Sophie Renier and Paul Droulers want to offer bags that meet the 
needs and concerns of an everyday life, which accompany us in our long-awaited trips 
and which meet our eco-responsible expectations.

Indeed, to complete its evolution, the classic LIGHT line is now 100% vegan. As for the 
ESCAPE line, unisex and pragmatic, designed for the ever-moving urban world and to 
escape outside city walls - it is, for the first time, also available in the Seaqual Yarn material. 
Seaqual Initiative is a collaborative community fighting against plastic pollution. This 
material has OEKO-TEX, Class 100 and GRS certifications.

Meanwhile you will find within the ATELIER line leather and coated linen bags - including a 
new style born from a collaboration with the Japanese designer, Yukari Miyamoto.

Paul has also developed new leather models, including the small Yvon cross body bag, 
available in cheerful and warm colours, as well as a new selection of small leather goods 
such as phone holders and key rings.

Meanwhile the ATELIER line offers bags in linen - including a new model born from a 
collaboration with a Japanese designer - and in leather.

Paul’s passion for the sea and the great outdoors is mirrored in the codes - lightness and 
resistance of the materials used. The colors and shapes, so dear to Sophie, are found 
especially this season in new leather good models. Working with this noble material that is 
leather without distorting it by using natural and non-abrasive products remains the primary 
desire. For this, the leather is carefully selected in the best tanneries of France and Italy.
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ATELIER Yvon Shoulder bag
ATELIER Miguel Shoes
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ATELIER Niki Phone holder
ATELIER Elle Shoulder bag
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ATELIER Handy Handbag
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ATELIER Libre Tote bag
ATELIER Niki Phone holder
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ATELIER Transat Tote bag
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ATELIER Ernest Tote bag
ATELIER Nuria Sandals
ATELIER Niki Phone holder

ATELIER Amie Tote bag
ATELIER Bloom Bumbag
ATELIER Hat
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ESCAPE Upcycled Ocean Floor Riga Shoulder bag
ESCAPE Upcycled Ocean Floor SydneyTravel bag
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ESCAPE Londres Backpack
ESCAPE Chicago Travel bag

ESCAPE Rhodes Bumbag
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LIGHT VEGAN Bloom Bumbad
LIGHT VEGAN Yoga Yoga bag
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LIGHT VEGAN Walli Weekender
LIGHT VEGAN Joy Shoulder bag 2120



COMMUNICATION CONTACT - mariecamille@jackgomme.com

Photographer - Romain Forquy @romainforquy
 

Models - Margaux van Kommer @gauxmarmotte

Designer - Virginie Fauconnier @virginief_stylist

Make-up artist - Laura Hein @lauraheinmua

SHOWROOM JACK GOMME 
1 Impasse Saint Claude - Paris 3e

jackgomme.com
@jackgomme_paris

lois@jackgomme.com

Shooting made in the sun-drenched streets of the neighborhood
Jourdain in the 19th arrondissement of Paris.

Our warm thanks to the brands Mansour Martin and Gallego Desportes.
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